INTRODUCTION
A rule based machine translation system consists of collection of rules called grammar rules; lexicon and software programs are using to process the rules. It is extensible and maintainable. Rule based approach is the first strategy ever developed in the field of machine translation. Rules are written with linguistic knowledge gathered from linguists. Rules play major role in various stages of translation: syntactic processing, semantic interpretation, and contextual processing of language.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Tamil is an agglutinative and concatenative language, where morphemes are strung together to form long words. There are free morphemes and bound morphemes. The bound morphemes act as affixes which combine with other morphemes to form inflectional and derivational categories. Affixes can be realized in many ways. Affixes cannot be attached one after another in a free order. Thus in 143 designing language analyzers, one should design and implement the mechanism that performs the phonological alternations and check the validity of ordering for the realization of morphemes [1] .
When adding a particular morpheme with another morpheme, the changes occurred depends not only on the characters but also on the type of the morpheme. In the following case, unless we know whether the first member of the given combination is a noun or a verb or something else, it may not be possible for us to predict the resultant form.
MODERN THAMIZH
Modern thamizh is a colloquial spoken thamizh, it shows with numerous changes compared with classical and middle age thamizh. In recent stage of thamizh consists of European-style punctuation and the use of consonants and vowels groups. Thamizh movement not allows other languages in the way of reading and writing. These Modern Tamil NLP Applications are used for making several kinds of applications in recent trends. This approach is easier than the input of Classical and middle Tamil.
THAMIZH UNICODE
Thamizh Unicode Script is having independent vowels, Independent consonants and dependent consonants; Fig.1 explains the details of Thamizh Unicode Characters in computational method. English characters/alphabets does not having any dependent vowels in computational method. But, Indic scripts Because of this difference direct machine translation is not possible in Thamizh Natural Language applications development. For this purposes parallel/cross-lingual/bi-lingual transliteration methods are handling in Thamizh computational research areas. 
INTERLINGUA OPERATIONS USING IN THAMIZH
The Fig.4 , represents the information of bilingual/crosslingual machine translation system. The source language text is converted into a language independent meaning representation called "interlingua". Translation is thus a two-stage process, analysis and synthesis, as shown in Fig.3 Interlingua based translation model.
In 2000, Jurafsky and Martin approach defines, "An interlingua represents all sentences that mean the something in the same way regardless of the source language they happen to be in". The amount of analysis is much more needed compare than Transfer based machine translation.
An Interlingua system has to resolve all ambiguities so that translation to any language can take place from Interlingua representation. Another advantage of Interlingua is that it is a meaning based representation and can be used in applications like information retrieval. 
THAMIZH UNICODE TO DIACRITICS
The Thamizh script is a syllabic alphabet script that is used by thamizhians in India, Srilanka, Malaysia and elsewhere. Diacritics not represented Thamizh alphabets. Below listed Fig.5 explains about Thamizh letters (Unicode) and Diacritics formations.
Fig.5. Thamizh letters and it Diacritics

THAMIZH DIACRITICS FORMATION:
The Modern Thamizh complete scripts, consists of the thirtyone letters in their independent form, and an additional 216 combining letters representing a total 247 combinations including Sanskrit using letters 256.
BI-LINGUAL MACHINE TRANSLATION
The Fig.4 explains about the Transliteration method using in Thamizh computational method. It elaborates the conversation of Thamizh Unicode letters to English diacritical marking texts. From the Fig.4 , we come to know about the problems in handling Thamizh Unicode in direct machine translation system. These kinds of issues were avoided in the indirect/bilingual/cross-lingual/inter-lingua machine translation.
USES OF DIACRITICAL MARKING METHODS
Using this Diacritical marking letters in our Thamizh machine translation, we can able to apply rules using several methods. There are, Lexicon, Syntactic, Semantic and Morphological analysis approaches.
SANDHI RULES AND GENERATOR
Thamizh grammatical sandhi rules, some text manipulation process was generated in a particular computational method. Example: "Ganesh kadaikku cenran". Kadaikku//Verb Here, in middle word "kadaikku" is joined like this, Example: "kadai+k+ku" Subject+sandhi+noun suffix Sandhi is generating under the Thamizh grammar rules. Here "k" represents "f; ".
SANDHI RULES USING DIACRITICAL MARKINGS
CONCLUSION
The Sandhi rule based machine translation is used to form a Words/Morphological analyzer, Morphological Generator and Unicode diacritic text to speech. This initial grammar generating techniques are used to create different word levels in modern thamizh machine translation.
